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Do you have any questions?  Ok we will continue. 
 
We continue with the next paragraph that is, 
 

1.2.2.2 Establishing the perfect complete Buddha alone to be the ultimate refuge 
 

The Buddha alone is refuge, as the immaculate (dharma) object of migrators, because he has 
(attained) the Muni’s dharma body. Also the assembly (comes to possess) that final limit.  

 
Alright so very important is the first line in this paragraph,  
 

The Buddha alone is refuge, as the immaculate (dharma) object of migrators,  
 

Basically the sentence says, ‘who is the ultimate refuge for migrators?’ you could start examining this 
sentence and saying ‘what are we talking about?’  We are talking about migrators.  And we want to see 
what is the ultimate refuge for them?  So these words ‘the immaculate (dharma)’ refers to the ultimate 
refuge.  So who is the ultimate refuge for all migrating beings?  Then you look at the beginning of the 
sentence; 
 
 The Buddha alone 
 
is that refuge.  Why?  Because the Buddha has obtained the dharma body, who is free from every types 
of fear. 
 
If we look at this paragraph, the first line actually explained something, it says that, only  
 
 The Buddha alone, 
 
is the ultimate refuge of migrating beings.  And then the remaining part of that sentence can be 
explained as the reason.  There are two reasons that are given for that, it says, 
 

because he [Interpreter: The Buddha] has (attained) the Muni’s dharma body.  
 
This is what we explained: - the Buddha has obtained the dharma body that is free of every fear and 
there is a second reason, 
 

Also the assembly (comes to possess) that final limit.  
 
Here the word ‘assembly’ refers to the Sangha Jewel, the assembly of the Sangha Jewel.  The assembly 
of the Sangha Jewel refers here to trainees.  Everyone below the tenth ground belonging to any of the 
known three vehicles.  Anyone who is still a trainee.  We are talking about trainee Sangha, and we say, 
 

the assembly (come to possesses) that final limit.   
 
‘The assembly comes to possesses’ means they are still progressing, they haven’t reach there.  They 
themselves they have not reach that state of the dharma body, and therefore they seek refuge to the one 
who has reached the dharma body and they themselves are progressing towards that goal, but they have 
not reach it yet.  So they themselves have not reach that level of the final limit. 
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So these two become the two causes that establish the first part of the sentence. 
 
The word ‘assembly’ refers to the assembly of Aryas from the tenth ground and below in any of the 
three vehicles. 
 
As we say here we have one sentence and then we give two reasons, at the second part of the sentence.  
There are different ways of interpreting this reasoning that is given, and we have already presented 
some explanation.  Now when you read the first line, where it says, 
 

The Buddha alone is refuge, 
 
The ultimate the final refuge for migrators.  You might come up with a question like, ‘what happened to 
the other two, the Dharma and the Sangha?  So does that mean they are missing?  When we are talking 
about ultimate, final refuge is that missing two parts of what we usually call the objects of refuge?’  
Someone might think that there is the fault of the ultimate refuge not being complete in having all three.  
Alright, so, to dispel that doubt, it says, 
 

because he has (attained) the Muni’s dharma body. Also the assembly (comes to possess) that 
final limit. 

 
Here the second way of interpreting the sentence is to give an answer to dispel that doubt that one might 
have, and think then, ‘what does it happen here in the final refuge, is the final refuge incomplete if you 
say, only the buddha is the final refuge?’  To dispel that doubt, the answer that is given is,  
 

because he has (attained) the Muni’s dharma body. Also the assembly (comes to possess) that 
final limit. 
 

He has attained the Muni’s dharma body, so here the word ‘Muni’ refers to the individuals who have 
obtained the dharma body.  So basically, the word Muni here represents or speaks of the Buddha.  We 
can use the word ‘Muni’, which is actually a Sanskrit word for the capable or the able one.  You can say 
you have the Muni, the hearers and solitary realisers they obtained the state of the Muni because they 
have overcome afflictions.  They have that capability, they are able in that way.  They are capable to 
overcome the enemies of afflictions.  And then you have the ‘Mahamuni’, the great muni, the one who 
has great capability because he is able to overcome all enemies of knowledge obscurations and afflictive 
obscurations.  So, the ‘Mahamuni’ refers to the Buddha.  So it says here,  
 

The Buddha alone is ultimate refuge,  
 
Because the Buddha has obtained the Muni’s dharma body, and because the assembly who right now 
are Arya trainees eventually when they also become buddhas they will have that quality.  Currently they 
are progressing toward that stage.   
 
Especially this final part of the sentence where it says, 
 

Also the assembly (comes to possess) that final limit. 
 
This is there to dispel the doubt that, at the level of the ultimate refuge, it might be incomplete. 
 
So what is this final reasoning? it is saying that, Sangha Jewel at present is an assembly of the trainee 
Aryas.  At the moment they are abandoning knowledge obscurations and afflictive obscurations.  There 
will come a point where they will completely overcome and completely abandon them.  They will come 
a time where they will attain the state of omniscience.  When they attain the state of omniscience, they 
become Arya Buddhas, but they do not abandon being the Sangha Jewel.  The Sangha Jewel does not 
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cease to exist, because these trainees became omniscience Buddha.  So there will be Arya Buddha and 
there will be Sangha Jewel as well at that final point. 
 
Although the sentence here does not make a reference to the Dharma Jewel, just as we explained what 
happens with the Sangha Jewel you can apply this to the Dharma Jewel.  You can say that right now 
you have truth of the path existing in the continuum of Arya trainees, but ultimately eventually when 
they reach the end of the path, when they reach the state of omniscience that will become the ultimate 
Dharma Jewel so it will exist at the final point. 
 
Ok, so this actually bring us to that point that we were discussing last week, in terms of the common 
locus of how many of the Three Jewels you can find at the level of the ultimate refuge.  We say that 
depends according to the presentation of the schools.  According to the consequence school, you could 
not posit something which is all three.  When we look at what exist in the continuum of an Arya 
Buddha, what is represented?  What exists there?  We have the omniscience of the Buddha, that is 
posited as the Buddha Jewel and it is the ultimate refuge.  That very omniscience is also posited as the 
Dharma Jewel at the level of the ultimate refuge.  And that being, that Arya Buddha is also posited as 
the Sangha Jewel at the level of the ultimate refuge.  But in terms of the common locus, we say that this 
omniscience represents the Buddha Jewel at the ultimate refuge as well as the Dharma Jewel at the 
ultimate refuge but not the Sangha jewel.  Or you can have a common locus between the Arya Buddha, 
you have the omniscience of the Arya Buddha where you will have the ultimate Buddha Jewel there and 
common locus together with the Sangha Jewel.  So you can have these two together.  But you cannot 
have all three together.  If you want to have all three together you can find this in the presentation of 
autonomy school and below. 
 
The reason why we have the different presentations for the two schools ultimately comes to the 
technical point that, the autonomy school says that,  
 

‘mental consciousness can be posited as the person.’ 
 
Because it can be posited as the person, then when they look at the omniscience of the Buddha, they 
say, there you are! That is mental consciousness, it can also be posited as the person, so it can also 
represent the ultimate Sangha Jewel, and in addition to representing the ultimate Dharma Jewel and the 
ultimate Buddha Jewel.  Then you would have three, all three represented in one.  Only for those who 
posit mental consciousness as a person (you can have all three represented in one.)   
 
We say that the middle way consequence does not accept this position that ‘mental consciousness is the 
person’, or that ‘it can be posited as the person’.  It cannot.  Because it’s actually the basis of 
designation of the person, it has to be something other than the person.  Again, we mention that from 
last week there is a quotation from the sutra that says, 
 

Since the person is designated by depending upon the aggregates, the aggregates are not the 
person. 

 
We have other similar quotations from Lama Tsongkhapa’s The Ocean of Reasoning, who explains just 
these points, where it says,  
 
 

Because something is imputed depending upon a basis of imputation, the object imputed and the 
basis of imputation have to be different, they cannot be the same.  Because one is imputed in 
dependence upon the other.   
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Similar verse in Buddhapālita who says,  
 

If the self was actually established already from its own side, (like here from the side of the 
mental consciousness) what need would there be to go and impute upon it?  It would already be 
established from its own side. 

 
When you understand this, you will understand how our minds operate.  Everything that is not, it thinks 
it is.  Because we don’t make the distinction between the basis of designation and the object designated 
upon it.  So that which is not the person, we think it is the person. That which is not the table but it’s the 
basis of designation of the table, we think it is the table.  That which is not xyz (any example), we think 
it is that, without making the distinction.   
 
We could take another example, which is for example the house or the building, there is always this 
common mistake that you see the basis of designation and you think that it is the actual house.  But if 
that was the case, then you wouldn’t have a house that is imputed upon the basis of designation.  If it 
was not imputed, then it will have to exist already established within its own basis of designation.  You 
should be able to look at the different parts that make up the house, like the walls and the eastern side, 
the northern side of the house, etc. And you should be able to find it somewhere there.  But actually, the 
house is not findable in its basis of designation.  In any of the parts that make up that construction, the 
house is just imputed upon the basis of designation.  What we are discussing here with the person is 
similar: the person is imputed upon the basis of designation.  If it was not imputed you would have there 
the basis of designation the five aggregates, and you should be able to look through that pile of five 
aggregates and find something and say, ‘ah its already there!’  And this is what the autonomy school 
does, they find something findable within the five aggregates.  ‘Look at this mental aggregate, it is the 
person, it is there already.’  But if you have the logic, the reason that investigates the ultimate, 
employing reasoning such as the seven-fold reasoning and so forth, when they investigate, they can find 
nothing already established from the basis of designation.  They say there is nothing in the basis of 
designation, but it is imputed upon it.  
 

It’s merely imputed by the mind, over there. 
 
Actually, we have just discussed that point on Tuesday night, how important that terminology is, the full 
term is imputed over there.  And this is only something that the consequence school says.  Because the 
way that autonomy school describes the process of designation, they say, ‘it’s posited by the mind.’  
They don’t mention anything about ‘over here’ or ‘over there’.  When the consequence school says its 
imputed over there it means, my mind is over here, and its 100% a one-way street and I am imputing 
over there.  There is nothing coming from the other side, I am the one who is 100% imputing over there.  
But the autonomy school is very quiet, they don’t mention ‘over here’, they don’t mention ‘over there’.  
Because they think existence happens through this fifty-fifty process.  Something is coming from the 
side of the object, something is coming from the side of the mind and they are combined.  They are very 
careful to avoid this terminology ‘over there’.  
 
We continue with the next paragraph it is, 
 

1.3 Explaining the meaning of the name ‘jewel’  
 

Because we are talking about the Three Jewels, so why they are called ‘Jewels’: 
 
(They are) jewels because they are rare elements, because they are stainless, because they 
possess force, because they are ornaments of the world, because they are supreme, because they 
do not transform.  
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We are using this term ‘jewel’ the ‘Three Jewels’, the actual term in Tibetan is ‘supreme rarities.’  The 
supreme rarities are given that name because they have six similarities with ‘jewels’.  Anyway, in 
English, the standard term is “Three Jewels” and hardly anyone refers to them as “Three Supreme 
Rarities.” They have six similarities with jewels.  You could substitute the terms here in this sentence 
and say,  
 

i. (They are) supreme rarities  
 
In order to fully understand this, they are supreme rarities because they are rare elements.  You would 
find those terms, the “supreme” and the “rare” in these explanations.  Just as naturally occurring gems 
or naturally occurring jewels are very rare, you don’t find them in the street.  Similarly, these supreme 
rarities are quite rare, so for that reason they are called jewels. 
 
The second similarity with the jewels is that  
 

ii. they are stainless. 
 
If you have a proper gem, or a stone that has the quality of the gem, it must be free of impurities and 
free of stains.  It must have clarity that is stainless by nature.  By nature, it must have that.  The third 
similarity with the jewel is that, 
 

iii.  because they possess force.  
 
Because they are very powerful.  Well if you have a jewel, it actually has the power to provide for 
anything that you need for a while.  The fourth similarity with the jewel is that, 
 

iv. they are ornaments of the world, 
 
In this world we use jewellery as ornaments, we put them on as accessories or adornments.  Number 5 it 
says,  
 

v. they are supreme,  
 
Supreme here indicates that when you have a natural jewel, it is supreme and surpasses some other 
jewels that is man-made, and fabricated.  They are authentic, naturally occurring jewel, they are not 
fabricated, they surpass the fabricated ones.  Number 6, they are like jewels, 
 

vi. because they do not transform.  
 
They do not transform here means that their nature will not change whether you praise them or whether 
you say bad things about them.  If you have a natural jewel, a natural gem, even if someone says, ‘I 
don’t like it’, and criticize it, it’s not going to change the nature of the gem.  Or if you praise it, again 
it’s not going to improve the quality of the gem.  What the quality of the gem is, it remains unchanging. 
 
Student 1: Geshela I just want to comment on that, that Lama Zopa Rinpoche in recent time, he has 
been translating that as the ‘Three Rare Sublime ones’, and Rinpoche says that because when we hear 
‘jewel’ we take it as a conventional worldly thing, because this is not conventional or worldly.  So 
Rinpoche made that comment.  
 
Geshela: Well it will become very clear as we explain this list of six. 
 
Student 1:  Thank you. 
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Initially when the sentence is presented it just gives you the meaning in brief, and then we have the 
commentary to expand on this. 
 
The actual word we are dealing with in Sanskrit is the word ‘ratna’ and ‘ratna’ has the meaning of 
‘jewel’ and can also be translated or carries the meaning of ‘supreme rarity’.  And as we say here the 
Three Supreme Rare ones are similar to jewels in six aspects. 
 
The first one it says, the first similarity, because, 
 

i. they are rare elements.   
 
When it says they are rare elements, actually the Three Jewels or the Three Sublime ones, they exist in 
this world it’s not that they are not existent.  How is it that they are rare?  They are rare because from 
our side, to meet them we must have created accumulation of virtuous merit from previous lives.  And 
unless we have created that accumulation of merit it becomes very difficult for us to meet them and for 
them to become our refuge.  It is similar with jewels: they exist in the earth, but you don’t find them 
every day.  Or the average person does not find a jewel. 
 
Then the next one,  
 

ii. Because they are stainless 
 
Stainless here refers to the nature of the gem itself.  When gems, precious stones are initially found, 
most of the times they are encased or covered with other materials.  These other materials are 
considered to be impurities, it could be mud, it could be crust or some other materials,  First you have to 
retrieve the jewel, let’s say you take it from the bottom of the ocean.  And when you bring it up to the 
surface you will have to clean and polish it.  Once you have removed the outer layer which is 
considered to be impurity, then you can see that inside the actual nature of that stone is to be a gem, to 
be a jewel.  And it shines with light.  So that indicates that even if there are some impurities, these 
impurities are adventitious, they are removable, and the nature of the Three Jewel - the nature, the core 
of that thing- is completely stainless.  Now there are different ways in explaining the word ‘stainless’ in 
different commentaries.  There are certain commentaries that say that ‘stainless’ means that it is free 
from obscurations.  Gyaltsap Je says that, stainless means, 
 
 It is free from two types of stains; the first type of stain is: 
 

a) not to have the full capacity to protect or offer refuge in every way.  It’s not lacking in 
capacity to fully protect.   

 
And the second stain could be that 
  

b) it could be deceptive. 
 
Because it is missing these two types of stains, it is stainless.  But in other commentaries they have the 
general interpretation: ‘stains’ means obscurations. 
 
Actually, when we were looking at the qualities of the Dharma Jewel, the forth quality of the Dharma 
Jewel was stainless, and we explained that at that point that ‘stainless’ means that the nature of the 
Dharma itself, the nature of the true path is stainless.  Although there can be stains, those stains are 
considered as adventitious, while the core nature is pure and stainless.  So we can have the same 
meaning:  what we had back there for stainless can be applied here when we are looking at the Three 
Supreme ones, and we are looking at similarities with jewels.  It can be encrusted with stains and other 
polluting components, but the core or the nature of that stone is to be stainless, to be a gem. 
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For example, when we are looking at the true path in the continuum of a trainee, since we are dealing 
with a trainee, that trainee actually has not finished abandoning adventitious faults or adventitious stains 
- they still have afflictive obscurations, they still have knowledge obscuration.  There are stains there 
however the nature of that path, the nature of the true path is completely stainless.  So, it has the same 
meaning when we say the nature of the mind is clear light, it’s just that meaning.  The nature is 
stainless.  
 
According to the commentary of Gyaltsap Je, he says that, 
 

Stainless here being free of two types of stains.  And the first one is the stain of not having the 
capacity to fully, ultimately protect.  
 

So why is it that the Buddha, let’s say the ultimate refuge, has the capacity to fully protect?  There are 
four reasons and they are given in the Lam Rim, and that is that: 
 

I. He has eliminated completely his own fears. 
II. He is very skilful in eliminating the fears of others. 

III. He would always work for the benefit of others. 
IV. He will do so without any partiality for those who praise or work against him.  Due 

to the great compassion that he has, he is completely impartial to all. 
 
Think about the first example, where it says, the supreme rarities are like jewels  
 

i. because they are rare elements 
 
As we say the full term is ‘supreme of rarities, or ‘supreme amongst rarity’.  It is not just rare, it is the 
supreme amongst things that are rare, and you could possibly encounter.  And unless you have 
accumulated in previous lives, all the necessary merit, you will not meet them, they will not become 
your objects of refuge.  What do we understand indirectly from that?  When you actually do meet them, 
you absolutely exert yourself to the fullest to take refuge in them and properly rely yourself upon them.  
They are so rare to find, if you find them you are very lucky, so 100% exert yourself. 
 
Now the second analogy where it says, 
 

ii. Because they are stainless 
 
If we go according to the interpretation of Gyaltsap Je, that says, 
 

They are stainless because they have complete capacity to offer complete refuge in any way. 
 
There is great emphasis on complete power, to protect you completely.  Which means they are lacking 
any element, any aspect that would limit them from offering you full protection.  They don’t have any 
of that limitation, so what they offer in terms of protection is complete, it’s thorough.  The second 
interpretation is that, 
 

They are free from any stains of being deceptive. 
 
You can see why this is the ultimate superior refuge compared to let’s say some worldly deity, because 
the worldly deity is itself very limited in terms of what they offer you for protection.  They themselves 
are within samsara so they themselves are not protected. 
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The third analogy is that, 
 

iii. they possess force, 
 
or they are very powerful.  We say that just as a jewel, it has the power to provide great wealth for you.   
Basically, anything that you need, any needs you have in this life, your food, your clothes your 
accommodation, all of these could be cover if you found a really good gem.  The Three Supreme 
Rarities, also are very powerful.  Actually, they are even more powerful because they can provide you 
with anything that you need in this life and anything that you might need in all your future lives.  If you 
consider that all the qualities of the grounds and the paths are derived from the Three Jewels, then you 
can see that they are very powerful in terms of how much they can provide. 
 
Gyaltsap Rinpoche’s commentary at this point that it possesses power it says, 
 
 They possess higher perception, clairvoyance etc.   
 
In the etc, we include all the qualities of the grounds and paths. 
 
Actually, with this analogy here, that they are powerful, or they possess force, what we understand is 
that, the Three Supreme Rarities or the Three Jewels have this quality of being able to provide you with 
whatever you need in the short term in this life but also with all the type of qualities and all the types of 
realisations that you want to develop in the future.  Anything you want now or in the future is derived 
from them, they are so powerful.  This actually indicates that they have the power to fully protect you: if 
you rely upon them they can give you, or they will become the source of deriving all of those things. 
 
The next one says that, like the jewel, 
 

iv. they are ornaments of the world. 
 
In this world we use jewellery as ornaments, for ornamentation, so how does that carry over with the 
Three Supreme Rarities?  It says that the Three Supreme Rarities are the cause, and in that sense the 
origin, of any good thought that you have.  Any good thought migrating things generate in their minds 
originates or comes from the Three Jewels.  The thought wishing to obtain liberation from suffering 
originates from them.  In other words, the thought to obtain the higher status, which is to avoid lower 
migration; the thought to attain definition goodness which is liberation and omniscience comes from 
them.  So they become the ornaments of the world, they are like the ornaments of the world because 
they are the source of every good, positive thought that all migrating beings have. 
 
So what does that show?  It shows that anything good within you, will come by depending and relying 
upon the Three Jewels.  It is telling you that it’s unbelievably beneficial to rely on them.  If you do rely 
on them they will totally protect you, they will provide this complete refuge, and they will provide you 
everything that you need in the short run and in the long run. 
 
The next one is they said they are like the jewels because, 
 

v. they are supreme.  
 
When you have a natural jewel that jewel is supreme in the sense that it surpasses any artificial and fake 
jewels.  Any real diamond surpasses any fake glass.  Here the Three Supreme Rarities, are supreme in 
the sense that they transcend anything worldly.  In particular, they transcend any worldly quality, so 
they are supreme. 
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So, what does this example teach?  It teaches that the Three Jewels in terms of refuge they are unique, 
they are unparallel, they are incomparable with any other worldly refuge with any other pseudo refuge.  
Anything else that appears to be a refuge but in actuality it’s not a real refuge.  Anything that is not a 
Buddhist refuge they completely surpassed it.  They are unique, and they cannot be compared, they are 
beyond comparison.  
 
The last one the sixth analogy is they are like a jewel, 
 

vi. because they do not transform. 
 
In other words, ‘they do not transform’ means they are not superficial and we mention here that if you 
have a jewel-grade stone the quality of that stone is not going to change whether you like it or not, or 
whether you criticize it or whether you praise it.  It is not superficial, it is not going to be affected by 
that.  What does it actually teach?  It teaches that the Three Jewels will offer complete protection and 
they will work for the benefit of all, whether those sentient beings criticize them, harm them or whether 
they benefit them and praise them and so forth.  It’s one of the things we mentioned before, they have 
complete impartiality due to their great compassion, and if someone relies upon them they will offer 
complete total protection without thinking if someone is benefitting me or praising me or not and act 
according.  They are not superficial in that way, they do not transform. 
 
We have this last example that they do not transform, indicates as we say that they will not change 
depending on praise or criticism or whether one considers them to be beautiful or precious and so forth.  
The explanation is that they do not change because they are uncompounded, meaning unconditioned 
phenomena.  Means they don’t come under the influence of causes or conditions.  And the reason they 
do not change is because they have this direct perception, direct realisation of reality.  And when you 
see that you don’t change. 
 
How this explanation comes together it says, 
 

They do not transform because they are not phenomena that are conditioned by causes and 
conditions.  Here causes and conditions indicate karma and afflictions.  
 

They are not created through karma and afflictions.  We are conditioned through karma and afflictions.  
If someone praises us we act in one way and if someone criticizes we act in a different way.  They do 
not come under the influence of such karma and afflictions as their conditions.  Why?  Because they 
have directly perceived reality. 
 
By looking at those similarities and six aspects we explained why we are using the name ‘jewel’ for 
that.  Alright so Three Jewels, the section of the text explaining the Three Jewels completes here.  
 
 
 
We continue now with the outlines that says, 
 

2 THE PRINCIPLES OF THE CAUSES AND CONDITIONS OBTAINING THOSE   
 
Basically, we are going back to the list of the seven vajra categories and we are re-examining those.  
Under the headings:  
 
2.1 General principles  

 
The meaning of inconceivable   
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It says, 

[1-3] The three virtuous jewels arise from [4] thusness with stain, [5] stainless (enlightenment), 
[6] stainless qualities of the Buddhas, and [7] the actions of Conquerors. (They are) the objects 
of those who see the ultimate. 

 
In that sentence we have a few things enumerated.  First, we have: 
 

[1-3] The three jewels, then we have, 
[4] thusness with stain, that refers to the Buddha nature.  Then we have the  
[5] enlightenment of the Buddha, then we have  
[6] the qualities of the Buddhas, and then we have  
[7] the enlightened activities of the Buddha. 

 
These come under the outline that says: The meaning of inconceivable.  But, this is going to show two 
things: 
 
- they are inconceivable and 
- they only exist within the continuum of the Buddha.  
 
Because it says, 

 
(They are) the objects of those who see the ultimate. 

 
Alright so it’s giving here the causes, it talks about the three virtuous jewels.  So it says, 
 

[1-3] The three virtuous jewels arise from  
 

a number of things.  The first one that we have in the list is: 
 

[4] thusness with stain, 
 

This refers to the Tathāgata essence.  Then we have the word   
 

[5] stainless (enlightenment), 
 
The word stainless refers to the dharma body, Buddhahood, enlightenment.  Then we have, 
 

[6] stainless qualities of the Buddhas,  
 
These are the Buddha’s qualities and then we have, 
 

[7] the actions of Conquerors. 
 

Refers to the enlightened activities of the Buddhas.  As you can see here, we have all the seven 
categories, but it begins with the Three Jewels.  It says the Three Jewels arise from…, and then it gives 
us the list of the four vajra categories.  When we originally explained that list of the seven vajra 
categories we said that we take the Three Jewels to refer to the resultant jewels.  If they are resultant 
they must have come from some causes.  And we explained that there are two types of causes, the 
substantial cause that is the most important thing that without it -it’s almost like the root cause - it will 
not happen.  And then we have coactive conditions.   
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The substantial cause is the Tathāgata essence which is, 
 

[4] thusness with stain 
 

and then we have coactive conditions that are: 
  

[5] stainless (enlightenment),  
[6] stainless qualities of the Buddhas, and  
[7] the actions of Conquerors.  

 
So those coactive conditions are understood to be the causal refuge.  So that enlightenment we are 
talking about, is the stainless enlightenment existing in the continuum of somebody else.  The Buddha 
qualities exist in the continuum of somebody else.  Enlightened activities are performed by somebody 
else, not yourself, so they are the causal.  You have the substantial cause of the Tathāgata essence and a 
combination of the causes give rise to the resultant Three Jewels. 
 
We mentioned that already from the beginning of this class that when we talk about the Tathāgata 
essence, it refers to reality or in other words ‘emptiness of the mind with stains’.  We designated this as 
the substantial cause.  It’s not a natural substantial cause, because substantial cause causes something to 
become produced.  Here as we are dealing with emptiness, emptiness can only be designated as a 
substantial cause.  Emptiness is permanent, it’s not going to produce anything so in that sense why is it 
designated as the substantial cause?  It is designated as a substantial cause to indicate how important it 
is: that without it you would never be able to obtain the pristine wisdom of the Buddha.  When you have 
the Arya bodhisattvas what they aspire to obtain, what is their final object of attainment, what they are 
dreaming in obtaining, their focal object is to have exactly that direct realisation of the emptiness of the 
mind.  Once they have the direct realisation of the emptiness of the mind, all the qualities of the Buddha 
will be developed from that.  If they don’t have the direct realisation of the emptiness of the mind, 
forget about the qualities of the Buddha, they will not even be liberated from samsara.  In that sense, it 
is called the substantial cause.  It is like it is indispensable, you cannot do it without it.  You cannot 
obtain the pristine wisdom of the Buddha without it. 
 
We have explained the Tathāgata essence as being your own basis of purification, it possesses stains, 
but it is the basis that you have to work with and you have to purify.  The ones that will help you purify 
it are the external help that will come from the enlightenment of the Buddha, the qualities of the Buddha 
the enlightened activities of the Buddha.  So, someone else out there have already become Buddhas, 
they are going to turn the wheel of dharma, give the teachings to you and then you will receive the 
teachings, and put them into practice accordingly.  And this will allow you to remove those adventitious 
stains that exist in your basis of purification and in that way, you will be purified. 
 
Alright, so in this sentence we are talking about the four vajra categories, one of them is a substantial 
cause and the other three are coactive conditions.  So, we say four of the vajra categories are acting as 
causes that will give rise to the resultant Three Jewels.  Those four are, 

- the Tathāgata essence, 
- the enlightenment of the Buddha, 
- the qualities of the Buddha and 
- the enlightened activities of the Buddha. 

 
(They are) the objects of those who see the ultimate. 

 
So, it says that, only the Buddha can see those. 
 
The first sentence is in brief introducing that they are inconceivable, and they are only seen by the 
Buddha.  And then from that point onwards we are teaching that subject so it’s going to elaborate, it’s 
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going to give reasons why are they inconceivable, why only the Buddha can see them.  Under the 
heading:  

 
Teaching the inconceivable and the Buddha alone to be the object   

 
It says, 
 

The nature of the three jewels is the object of those seeing all.  Further, by the four reasons, in 
accordance with the order of the four aspects, they are inconceivable.1 

 
We have four vajra categories, and he is going to give four reasons to establish why they are 
inconceivable and why they are only the object of the Buddha. 
 
Then it says, 
 

The nature of the three jewels is the object of those seeing all.  
 
We have explained that the Three Jewels arise from the four causes.  The four causes are the remaining 
four vajra categories.  When it says here ‘the nature’ of the Three Jewels he is referring to the causes of 
the Three Jewels.  The word ‘nature’ here indicates the cause.  You can read this sentence with the 
understanding of the causes of the Three Jewels, in other words those four vajra categories beginning 
with, the Tathāgata essence, enlightenment and so forth are the object of those seeing all.  Meaning they 
are the object of only the Buddha.  In that sense they are inconceivable.  Those vajra categories are 
inconceivable.  And he is going to give reasons for that so, 
 

Further, by the four reasons, in accordance with the order of the four aspects, 
 
He is going to follow a particular order in accordance with the four reasons and four aspects in this 
order, 
 

they are inconceivable. 
 
Alright so, if you go in the paragraph above, where it introduces again the four vajra category the first 
one is called, [4] Thusness with stains.  The Tathagata essence is called thusness with stains, so it 
emphasizes the thing that you are dealing with, a level of something that possesses stains, and those 
stains are adventitious.   
 
The next one in the list is described as [5] stainless.  Obviously here it is making the comparison that 
one has stain and the other is stainless.  The stainless is the dharma body, it’s Buddhahood.   
 
And then you have [6] stainless qualities, the qualities of the buddha.  We enumerated them as 32, but 
obviously there are many more qualities but that’s one way of categorizing them and presenting them as 
32. 
 
And then [7] the enlightened activities of the buddha.  Again, there were in accordance presented as 32 
because there are 32 qualities.  But again, there are many more enlightened activities of the Buddha.  
But this is just one way of presenting them in 32 and 32, in brief. 
 
 
                                                           
1 Latest translation: 
The nature of the three (resultant) jewels [1-3] is the object of all-seeing Buddhas. Further, in accordance with the order of 
the four aspects [4-7], it is (established as) inconceivable through four reasons: 
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We have explained the terms ‘the Tathāgata essence’, and again Gyaltsap Je elaborates, so here he says, 
 

When we mention the Tathāgata essence, it refers to the emptiness of the mind with stains.   
 
He is emphasising the terms ‘with stains’ and then he goes on and elaborates that, 
 
 However, those stains are adventitious stains. 
 
So it says it possesses stains these are only adventitious stains, there are no such a thing as natural 
stains.  As a matter of fact, the nature of that thing is to be pure, however for the time being, it’s under 
the influence of or it is associated with those adventitious stains.  We are talking about the emptiness of 
the mind with stains, it possesses adventitious stains, but the nature of that thing remains unpolluted, 
naturally pure, naturally clear. 
 
It begins as something that possesses stains and finally at the end of the path it becomes stainless.  It 
becomes stainless because we remove every type and every trace of adventitious stains.  It does not 
become stainless because we remove any naturally occurring stains.  So that’s not the purification that 
happens.  The purification is removing adventitious stains.  And when it has removed all adventitious 
stains, then it becomes the state of Buddhahood.  The state of Buddhahood is the dharma body, so it 
refers now to the emptiness of the stainless mind, to the emptiness of the completely purified mind.  
First it begins as having stains and then you remove all adventitious stains and becomes stainless. Then 
we talk about the emptiness of the stainless mind, dharma body.   
 
If we want to give a name to that we actually call it the nature body of the Buddha.  We know that the 
dharma body actually includes two types of body.  One is the nature body of the Buddha and the other 
one is the pristine wisdom dharma body, or the wisdom dharma body.  So here we are talking about the 
emptiness of the stainless mind, so that is called the nature body of the Buddha.  The nature body of the 
Buddha again is seen as having two aspects, it has the aspect of naturally abiding purity, and the aspect 
of adventitious purity.  In terms of naturally abiding purity, in a sense we don’t need to mention it, 
because the naturally abiding purity was there from the beginning, didn’t obtain it at the end.  But it did 
obtain the adventitious purity, so at the end you have two types of purity, one you have from the 
beginning the second you obtained.  That emptiness of the mind is called the nature body of the 
Buddha. 
 
We say that Buddhahood is described by two types of body, the nature body, and the wisdom dharma 
body.  Wisdom dharma body is considered as Buddhahood, it’s not excluded, so Buddhahood is not just 
the nature dharma body.  As soon as you obtain the nature dharma body simultaneous you obtain the 
wisdom dharma body, at the same time with obtaining this two bodies that are for your own purpose, 
you also obtain and establish the bodies for the purpose of others.  So there will be the enjoyment body 
which is established for the sake of Arya bodhisattvas.  And then you will have the form bodies, the 
supreme emanation body, in the category of form bodies for other ordinary beings, not Aryas.  For those 
who have pure karma.  Supreme emanation body you must have pure karma, you are ordinary not Arya, 
but you must have the pure karma to see it. 
 
Interpreter: [asks Geshela a question] So since we were talking here about the bodies I asked one of the 
question that came up in our discussion group.  Why do we have to have a special mention of the 
enjoyment body that is only for Arya bodhisattvas?  Why couldn’t their needs be cover by the general 
emanation bodies, if they have the pure karma they would meet?  Geshela was saying that there is no 
difference from the side of the Buddha, it’s not that the Buddha from its side thinks, ‘I should issue one 
type of body for the majority and one special type of body for some special trainees.’  It’s not like the 
Buddha has some partiality or wants to give something special to a particular group of trainees and for 
that reason emanates or establishes a special type of body.  However how the bodies work is how they 
are perceived from the side of the disciples.  When a disciple reaches different levels, here Arya beings 
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have reached higher level they have special needs, they have special qualifications.  And therefore, the 
bodies that act for them and interact with them are matching with their level of fortune.  We have the 
analogy of the hook and the ring.  In order for there to be contact you must have the ring.  This is what 
the disciples must have.  And those Arya Bodhisattvas have created a specific type of ring, to hook 
them or join with them you need to have the special hook of the enjoyment body.  The enjoyment body 
comes with 5 certainties. The first certainty is that.. 
 
Geshela: [Explains further in Tibetan] 
 
Interpreter:  The enjoyment body has 5 unique characteristics.  And you can see from the five unique 
characteristics that they are actually addressing a particular type of disciples or recipients of these 
qualities.   
 
The Five Certainties of the Enjoyment Body (the Sambhogakaya) 
 

1) The certainty of the retinue : 
That says, they would only have a retinue of Arya bodhisattvas.  Arya Bodhisattvas are the only 
ones who will interact and get teachings from them.  Most importantly the second one it says, 

 
2) The certainty of the dharma: 
They would only teach Mahayana dharma.  Because the supreme emanation body is not restricted in 
teaching Mahayana dharma exclusively.  They are teaching anything that will be beneficial 
according to the predisposition of the variety of the trainees.  But the enjoyment body teaches only 
Mahayana dharma. 

 
3) The certainty of the body: 
That it will be a body fully adorned. 

 
4) The certainty of the place: 
It will only be the Akanishtha Buddha field.   

 
5) The certainty of time: 
For as long as samsara is not empty. 

 
There are certainties of that body and the qualities of that body are specifically done to address the 
needs of this particular group of disciples, not because the Buddha thinks they are special but because 
from their side this is what they need. 
 
We had one paragraph that introduced the four vajra categories that are the causes establishing the 
Three Jewels.  From those we talked about thusness with stains, then we talked about stainless 
enlightenment, after that we have stainless Buddha qualities as we say the brief presentation is the list of 
32 it includes things such as 10 powers of the buddha and so forth.  Then we have the forth one which is 
the actions of the buddha, enlightened activities of the Buddha which matches the qualities of the 
Buddha, we have a corresponding list.  We say that these four are inconceivable objects only 
understood or existing in the continuum of a Buddha.  And the author will give four reasons in order.  
So next week, four reasons establishing why they are inconceivable.  So we continue next week! 
 
Students:  Thank you Geshela! 
 


